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Free Essay: The Second Red Scare The McCarthy era, which generally spanned from to , brought Insofar as
Communism seemed to threaten the American way of life, HUAC's attempts to root out Ap Us History Dbq Essay.

Cool and relaxed, Hiss read a prepared opening statement that would eventually lead to his downfall: "I am
not and never have been a member for the Communist Party. When the government assists, it is assisting
families with financial problems. Recently elected Congressman Richard Nixon became the committee lead
and questioned Chambers and Hiss separately, without the public or press in attendance. Contrast multiple
perspectives of individuals and group in interpreting other times, cultures, and places. Listen to a recorded
reading of this page: Your browser does not support the audio element. Thousands were arrested in and often
held for long periods without trial. Public fears that Communist spies were infiltrating the U. The Red Scare
was a time when Americans were afraid of the threat of Communism. John Proctor lived within a super proper
society, with many of the people in it being superstitious with the Witch Trials going on. The Cincinnati Reds
baseball team changed their name to the "Redlegs" during the scare so their name wouldn't be associated with
communism. McCarthy's eagerness to showcase his attacks in front of the American public backfired when
people were able to observe his irrational behavior. The Ku Klux Klan attempted to keep African-Americans
out of positions of power and for brief time was successful. Under pressure from the negative publicity aimed
at their studios, movie executives created blacklists that barred suspected radicals from employment; similar
lists were also established in other industries. Americans feared Soviets-so much it took over lives. Citation
Information. Although Truman vetoed the bill because he believed it dangerously resembled police-state
tactics, Congress overrode the veto and passed the bill. Murrow's quote, "We must not confuse dissent with
disloyalty. Murrow's challenge to Sen. This started an alternate need that communists were setting subliminal
messages into Hollywood motion pictures. One of the committee's investigations targeted a U. No one was
safe from McCarthy's wrath as he unleashed accusation after accusation. Though wrong, it was used many
times throughout history. I intend to explain how McCarthyism is comparable to what happened in the Salem
Witch Trials, how it was used in The Red Scare, and the effects of it on the people accused. Some has lost
their careers because they were accused. However, red is also the color of blood; death and violence therefore
are closely associated with women in this male-dominated ultraconservative government. An event that
corresponds McCarthyism previously happened in the 17th century in American history Elected officials from
both major parties sought to portray themselves as staunch anticommunists, and few people dared to criticize
the questionable tactics used to persecute suspected radicals. Its first major attack was on the Hollywood film
industry He proves that the foundation of fear in the two situations were analogous, for it was the dominating
factor perpetuating both conflicts Joseph McCarthy was born in a small town in Wisconsin on November 15, 
S government black listed artists, playwright and other intellectuals as Communists and unfairly destroyed
many careers. From the films we see about this certain time period most would say no because from the looks
of the film they had no problems. Assistant Secretary of State John Peurifoy testified that anyone possessing
the documents found on the microfilm would have been able to break every U. Although the presence of the
Communist Party in America faded rapidly after the Second World War, concerns about espionage and
communist sympathizers assisting Stalin and China's Mao Zedong Mao Tse-tung were on the rise. The
Hollywood blacklist ruined the careers of many individuals and forced some to create alias identities to secure
work. Army representatives then counterattacked with their own charge that McCarthy looked into securing
favors for David Schine, a recently drafted aide. During the mids, Republican campaigners claimed that
Roosevelt, labor union leaders, and other prominent Democrats had communist ties. They are referred to as
stereotypical, because in the period they were written in, it was the practice to include several distinctive
elements which are now exclusively associated with this genre. How much of this fear actually was grounded
in reality. Politicians hastily enacted plans to contain communism in America. Over the course of the next 40
years, sections of the ISA were ruled unconstitutional before it was completely repealed by the Supreme Court
in 


